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Notes/Summary: 

v Oral report of mandated review event that took place on December 1, 2019 (this was mandated by 
SB50) 

§ Happy overall, but some obvious issues with on-ground implementation  
§ Slow onset events, non-economic losses, and action and support need more work 
§ TFD and RISK Talk have been successful  
§ Need to increase data accessibility; CTCN is a good example  
§ More details available in summary notes posted on event webpage  
§ Comment from Chair: The SB was impressed with how the review was conducted 

v Organization of negotiations sessions  
§ Today, tomorrow, and Thursday -> will deliver draft on the 7th of December (Saturday) -> no 

plans to spill work over to next week  
v Terms of Reference  

§ Palestine  
• Want to see WIM becoming a more effective mechanism, especially in relation to 

action and support 
§ LMDC 

• Want more time for discussion as a group 
• LMDC group need more info on how to move forward and address country needs 
• Need for finance and technical facility 
• Loss and damage is happening now in Bangladesh and Senegal -> need more 

information on ground-level implementation  
• This review is bigger than the Excom -> need to set up a process of implementation 

NOW and need to provide mandate to SB to take make this available by COP 28 -> 
work on this to be done at COP 26 



• TEC-CRM can assist with guiding country implementation 
• Financial guidance for LMDC parties would be useful  

§ EU  
• WIM has been instrumental in L&D progress, but more to be done to insure action on 

ground by parties, must provide framework for parties to strengthen action.  
• TFD is a great model and we should bear this model in mind as we are building other 

expert groups 
• Concerned that non-economic losses and slow-onset has not been as effective, need to 

strengthen outreach and accessibility to inspire action, need to mobilized experts across 
agencies and disciplines 

• Need more work on action and support, parties may not be aware of the finance 
available, should provide lessons learned from parties that have been successful -> this 
will be helpful for other party implementation 

§ Kuwait on behalf of Arab States 
• Agree with the need for increased action and implementation 
• Argue that the group should not consider oral review of WIM event since there is no 

formal written report, and not all parties were able to attend-> the chair disagrees, as 
there was no mandate or a written report  

§ Indonesia  
• Mobilization and support is lacking -> need special technical arm to support 

implementation and guidance 
• WIM needs a broader finance mechanism to include slow-onset events and non-

economic losses 
• Need to ensure that loss and damage finance is additional to adaptation and disasters 

money, get the money to the most in need 
• WIM should be governed by both COP and CMA?  

§ New Zealand  
• Countries are already suffering from loss and damage 
• New Zealand is proud to be supporting WIM and their developing neighbors in the 

pacific 
• More is needed for mobilization and implementation (third mandate) 
• Must find most effective ways to deliver info to parties and other stakeholders 
• Interested in informal-informal discussions on functions of WIM 

§ Uruguay on behalf of ALBA 
• TFD has made great progress, but other area work has been slow (slow onset and 

finance)  
§ Mexico  

• Need to accelerate efforts of WIM, further explore risk transfer and fund accessibility, 
making sure to focus on most vulnerable populations (gender and indigenous 
perspective) 

§ Sudan on behalf of African Group  
• Hope this review will increase implementation in developing countries 
• Need to consider what is happening now as well as what is expected to happen (short 

and long term implementation) 
• There is an unequal balance of work of the WIM -> need more on action and 

support/third mandate of WIM 



• Would like to see technical expert group on action and support to better balance the 
work of WIM in the future (this will also increase party implementation because there 
will be more details on finance and guidance) 

• Need to better disseminate products (reports) of the WIM work flows, this information 
is not currently reaching the right people -> more work in establishing contact points 

§ AOSIS  
• Comment that the oral summary in not quite reflective of the rich discussions had at the 

WIM review event 
• Risk assessment and reporting; action and support; slow onset events; non-economic 

losses are the items most important to AOSIS -> they want practical and concrete action 
on these issues 

• Request co-facilitators and secretariat present during informal and informal-informal 
sessions 

• Questions: WIM review vs Excom report -> how are we doing this? Framing processes 
for review? CHAIR RESPONSE -> want you to respond to the terms of references and 
explain how you foresee these terms being fulfilled and strengthened 

§ Equator on behalf of LMDC 
• Big gaps in WIM achievements, work done is not enough from the perspective of 

finance, technology, and capacity building 
• LMDC countries would like to work in informal settings  

§ Colombia on behalf of AILAC 
• Would have liked a more formal report of WIM review event -> do not fully understand 

how this modality is facilitating review 
• Integrate Loss and Damage with Paris architecture 
• Improved integration of science and implementation 
• Enhanced public education and awareness 
• Should address all three functions of WIM -> action and support most important though 

-> want action and support expert group; some mechanism for finance -> also want 
capacity building facility; also want facilitators present in informal-informal meetings  

v For the next session -> propose practical and concrete solutions to the issues posed in today’s 
session  
 

Take Away: 

Action and Support, non-economic losses, and slow onset events are identified as underdeveloped work 
streams of WIM. The human mobility and Comprehensive Risk Management work streams have made 
great progress. Both TFD and TEG-CRM were mandated by the Paris agreement, which is likely why they 
have made so much progress. Many parties who spoke today support the formation of an 
implementation arm and new expert groups to address the slower progress of these other work 
streams. In general, it seems that most of the parties who spoke today want practical and concrete 
solutions that can assist parties with ground implementation and action for loss and damage impacts 
from climate change; particularly because many parties are already experiencing loss and damage from 
climate change impacts.  


